
BEST QUALITY AMETHYST (The Safest Energy Source)

THE FUNCTION OF LONG WAVE 
INFRARED RAYS:
LONG WAVE INFRARED RAYS
CHARACTERISTICS:

Amethyst produces far infrared rays which are believed to help you feel rejuvenated.  

1) RADIATION
Radiation is one of the general characteristics of light, and this means
that light reaches an object without using the air. For example, the sun's
light reaches the earth through the vacuum of space by radiation.

2) DEEP IMPACT POWER
Another characteristic is the deep impacting power. Different from
ordinary light beams and short wave infrared rays, long wave infrared
rays can penetrate deeply. Because of this, they can warm your body
from the inside out and stimulate our system.

RICHWAY BIOMAT WITH

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. This product does not cure
cancer. It does not intend to provide diagnosis or treatment and only claims the statements in the medical device listing of intended use approved by the FDA. Specific medical advice should
be obtained from a licensed health care practitioner. The information and personal testimonies about this product do not reflect any medical claims.
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ANTIBACTERIAL TEST RESULTS
Test Method: KFIA-FI-1002
Name of used bacteria: Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 6538
Reduction Rate Of Bacteria (%): 99.9%

Staphylococcus aureus 
ATCC 6538

After 24 hours
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Restore Your Health and Beauty
Amethyst healing has been associated

with an art and practice, done on a
metaphysical level that has been
rediscovered because of the power of the
Earth’s energies that have been absorbed
by these sacred objects. In turn, they inherit
vital healing powers.
Some believe that amethyst has physical,
spiritual, calming and zodiacal powers that
can be used to calm the mind, body and
spirit.
Amethyst has come to be known as a power
crystal associated with prolific healing powers
that can be characterized as purifying,
pacifying and transitional. Amethyst has the
ability to transform lower energies into higher
ones, and acts as a healer on all levels of
mind, body and spirit. The healing powers of Amethyst date back as far as the ancient
Greeks who believed that Amethyst protected a person from the intoxicating effects of
alcohol. The word “Amethyst” is of Greek origin, and is translated as - “Amethystus”
intoxicated (“-methystos” from “methyein” or intoxicated, “methy” = wine).

▼ Tourmaline

Tourmalines are abundant,
complex boron and
aluminum silicate minerals
of variable composition.
Tourmaline comes in a wide range of colors,
depending on its mineral composition. Black is
the most common. Colors can vary from clear,
to pink, rosy red, yellow, honey, green, blue,
violet, brown and black. Some crystals are pink
at one end and green at the other. Concentric
color zoning often occurs as well. The colored
varieties, when transparent and flawless, are
cut as gems. In addition to its use as a gem,
tourmaline is employed in pressure devices
because of its piezoelectric properties.
Tourmaline forms slender, 3-, 6-, or 9-sided
prismatic crystals (hexagonal system) in
parallel or radiating groups, which causes it to
develop an electrical charge when heated or
deformed. Pieces cut perpendicular to the long
axis can polarize light, and a pair of these
plates form a very simple polarizing apparatus
known as tourmaline tongs.

Amethyst, as a healing stone, is believed to
have sobering and calming qualities. This stone
is commonly associated with peace. It has
been deemed “nature’s tranquilizer” by many
healers because of its effectiveness in relaxing
the mind. Besides being a stone of tranquility
and repose, Amethyst is also believed to
enhance mental strength, stability, and vigor.

Since ancient times, Amethyst has been
universally accepted as the healing crystal.
There are a number of ways to incorporate it
into a healing practice. Amethyst is a crystal
that is believed to purify the body and align the
chakras. By transforming energies on all
levels, Amethyst also is believed to have the
ability to balance and stabilize energies located
within certain areas. The benefit of using a
crystal lies in the healer being able to “detach”
him or herself from the healing process. The
healer assigns the healing channel to the
crystal, which frees the healer from
involvement in the process. The healing
process then becomes: universal energy > the
Amethyst > the recipient. Notice that the healer
and the ego are not part of the process. The
healer is able to carry on with a healing
session acting solely as the channel. The ego
has less opportunity to take the credit for itself,
because the healing channel has been
assigned to the Amethyst by the healer.
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Natural Infrared
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energy source

▶TESTING RESULT

Emissivity
(5~20㎛) 

0.894 3.45 x 102

Emissivity Power
(W/㎡·㎛, 37。C) 

Test Method: KFIA-FI-1005
The temperature of 37°C is provided by the
applicant. The above experimental results
were measured in comparison with BLACK
BODY by using the FT-IR Spectrometer.

Ochre has the function of far infrared
radiation. An ochre cushion includes no
harmful chemical substances.

Far infrared ray test
Tourmaline:Good Sleep:Clay Cushion

THIS BROCHURE HAS BEEN COMPILED BY PRESENTING MATERIAL (TAKEN OUT OF
CONTEXT) FROM THE RESEARCH STUDY OF THE RECORDS OF DOCTORS: DR. TAKADA
MAKU, DR. HATASHITA TOSHIUKI, DR. HIROHUCHI MITCHIO AND DR. OTA NOBUOI OF
TOHO UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL (Funabash City, CHIBA 214), JAPAN. THESE RESEARCH
RECORDS WERE DEVELOPED OVER A 40 YEAR PERIOD OF TIME. (for more information:
www.is.sci.toho-u.ac.jp) BIBLIOGRAPHY, DR. SANG WHANG - “REVERSE AGING”, MD.,
TED ROZEMA - “CHELATION THERAPY”, AND DR. FRED SOYKA WITH ALAN EDNONDS -
“THE ION EFFECT”
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Better quality!
Elastic Memory Foam 
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